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Abstract
This paper is dedicated to the simulation of turbine blade milling dynamics taking into account stock and
machine tool dynamic properties for accurate prediction of unsafe milling modes. Its important to note that
blade eigenfrequencies and damping ratios which largely determine system dynamics vary during machining
due to material removal. The special methodology is proposed to identify blade modal parameters and
update its finite-element model. Damping-frequency dependencies were built for each mode shape with least-
squares fitting and used for precise milling dynamics simulation in special 3DCUT software. The proposed
methodology is tested on a case of rational milling modes analysis for the gas-engine blade. The results of
milling simulation are in a good agreement with experimental results, therefore proposed methodology can
be extended to other parts such as bladed disks, engine stators, flexible body parts.

1 Introduction

Basic researches in the field of modal parameters identification in time- and frequency-domain are related
to such scientists as D. Bishop, Richardson M., Allemang R., Brown D., Rixen D., Peeters B., Ewins D.,
Sas P., Heylen W., et al. One of the main problems in the experimental modal analysis is correct damping
identification. P. Van Overschee and B. De Moor have developed the Stochastic Subspace Identification in
order to overcome this problem, especially for testing in operational conditions. The model updating methods
have been developed by Huang X., Friswell M., Motterhead J., Dascotte E., and others [1]. Researches,
devoted to the numerical modeling of milling dynamics also have to be mentioned and include research
papers by Altintas Y., Stepan G., Insperger T., Gouskov ., Voronov ., Kiselev I., Tlusty J., Budak E., et
al. This paper follows the researches of Kiselev, Voronov, Gouskov, and others where it was shown [2, 3]
that the complex model of 5-axis milling process includes the system of nonlinear differential equations
of second order with variable coefficients. One and maybe the most important problem of milling process
simulation for proper milling mode selection is a need for part and tool dynamic properties identification.
These models are usually built with the finite-element method and always contain some uncertainties, caused
by unknown properties of part clamping and also by some scatter in the geometry of part blank. It’s worth
noting that dynamic properties of the blade change over time due to material removal. Further sections
contain experiments description, milling dynamics simulation and milling modes evaluation and selection.

The main aim of this paper is to investigate the influence of part dynamic properties and especially of damp-
ing on the milling process stability. The experiments and simulations were made for the part, similar to
gas-engine compressor blade, but made from the aluminum alloy (D16T). The part was made using DMG
Ultrasonic 10 CNC machine, with 3 stages: rough, semi-finishing and finishing machining (fig. 1) using
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Figure 1: Stages of blade milling

helical tool path. 2-teeth conical ball mill was used for finishing machining which is of highest interest since
the vibrations during this stage define the turbine blade surface quality. Finishing stage was performed with
feed rate equal to 450 mm/min and machining allowance 100 µ m.

2 Dynamic properties identification

2.1 Modal testing

The main task for the testing is to analyze the part modal parameters evolution during finishing stage of ma-
chining. Special procedure was developed to solve this problem. The multiple impact tests were done during
the machining with cutter being taken away from the part. Analog-digital converter National Instruments
4431, impact hammer BruelKjaer 8206, laser vibrometer Polytec PDV 100 and house code to collect and
analyze data in LabView and Matlab was used to perform parameters identification. Time-domain stochas-
tic subspace identification is used for each impact test. The method was chosen because of the improved
accuracy in conditions of small damping and robustness in presence of noise [9]. The two lowest eigenfre-
quencies define the process dynamics for investigated blade, so the results have been obtained for them. 10
impact test have been done during the finishing stage of blade milling and the the dependencies of two lowest
eigenfrequencies on the tool path were built. The frequencies evolve during machining as shown on the (fig.
2).

The damping ratios also are being changed during the process as it’s shown on the fig. 2. The regression
curves have been built for each damping ratio, showing its dependence on the eigenfrequency value. Least-
square method has been implemented in order to build the damping-frequency curves:

ζ(f) = p1.(f/fref )n + p2.(f/fref )n−1 + ..+ pn.(f/fref ) + pn+1 (1)

where n - polynomial order, f - frequency, fref - reference frequency (mean value on the investigated fre-
quency range, pi, i ∈ [1..n+ 1]- polynomial parameters.

These regression curves are used in special software 3DCUT for milling dynamics simulation and milling
modes selection.
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Figure 2: Blade eigenfrequencies (a, b) and damping (c, d) evolution curves for two lowest modeshapes

Figure 3: Damping ratios evolution
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2.2 Model updating

The eigenfrequencies, obtained from modal testing and those obtained from finite-element analysis always
differ. The main reason is in uncertainties in joints properties as well as errors in blade blank geometry. The
model updating procedure is performed using the house-made code in this research.

The updating is done by solving an optimization task of frequencies error minimization by varying the elastic
properties of the FE model in each finite element in some range. Following [4] the elastic properties could
be defined:

Pi = Pi−1 + S+(fi − fexp) (2)

where Pi,Pi−1 - parameters vectors on the current and previous iterations of updating procedure, fi, fexp -
vectors of test and FEM eigenfreguencies, S+ - pseudo-inverse sensitivity matrix

The sensitivity coefficients - components of matrix S could be found analytically, finding the derivative of
the eigenfrequencies by elastic properties in particular finite elements [5]:

sei = (ω2
i )/(miEe)(qe

i )
TKeqe

i (3)

where sei sensitivity coefficient of element e corresponding to modeshape i, ωi - eigenfrequency, mi - modal
mass of modeshape i, qe

i eigenvector, corresponding to element e degrees of freedom, Ke- element stifness
matrix, Ee - current value of elasticity module in the element.

Finite element model of the blade is built using 10-node tetrahedral elements and consists of 150 000 nodes.
The two lowest modeshapes, which define the blade dynamics during milling are the first bending and first
torsion modes. The eigenvalue solution is performed using subspace iteration method in 3DCUT software.

The error in determining the eigenfrequencies is 2.8% and 4.4% for the first and second frequencies, re-
spectively. The errors in determining the eigenfrequencies for the considered part are quiet small and occur
mainly due to errors in modeling the geometry of the blank surface, and inaccuracies in specifying the prop-
erties of the material. As it can be seen from the graph (fig. 4, the errors change during the process and
decrease toward the end of the machining. Despite the fact that in the considered problem the calculated
eigenfrequencies differ not so much from experimental values, it is worth noting that in real conditions the
blade blank is clamped in the rig and the contact stiffness of this fastening has a greater influence on the
eigenfrequencies of the blade, and could be up to 15 %.

The elastic modulus values in each finite element are chosen as updating parameters. The maximum change
in the modulus of elasticity ∆Emax = 30%, the maximum change in the modulus of elasticity in one iter-
ation ∆Emaxiteration=5%, the parameter space is divided into 10 clusters. A value of convergence criteria,
upon which the updating stops was chosen on the level of 0.2%. The errors in natural frequencies decreased
to 0.2% and 0.18%, respectively. Therefore, the updating procedure allows to adjust the blank model and
minimize the influence of blank geometry uncertainty for accurate dynamics simulation.

There is an opportunity to take into account the material removal during milling by adaptive re-meshing in
3DCUT software. 20 frames of remeshing are done for the investigated part. These frames are spread along
the tool path during finishing stage of milling. Eigenfrequencies evolution taking into account material
removal before and after model updating are built (fig. 4).

The updated finite-element model and damping regression curves are used for milling dynamics simulation
using special geometry algorithm [6] in 3DCUT software (fig. 5).
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Figure 4: Two lowest eigenfrequencies evolution curves before (a, b) and after model updating (c, d)

Figure 5: Milling simulation in 3DCUT software
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Figure 6: The blade surface obtained with simulation in 3DCUT (a), and the result of milling (b) with
constant velocity of tool rotation.

3 Machining simulation

So-called ”chatter”, or self-excited vibrations in the tool-part system cause significant cutting forces increas-
ing. ”Chatter” occurs on the frequency, which is close to one of the part or tool eigenfrequencies. The special
algorithm is used to detect the ”chatter” in the vibrational signal obtained from simulation. The algorithm
is based on the singular spectral analysis [7] in combination with demodulation and filtration. The ratio
between maximum amplitude on the frequency, non-fold to the tooth-pass frequency and the maximum am-
plitude on the tooth-passing frequency are considered as a dimensionless indicator of ”chatter” occurrence
in the system. The approbation of the proposed algorithm is done on several test objects [8], analyzing both
experimental and simulation results.

The new way of multivariate simulation results interpretation is proposed - the milling map, which automates
the process of optimal milling mode selection. Optimal milling modes guarantee that there will be no ”chatter
marks” on the blade surface. It is shown on the fig. 6 that the final surface contains unacceptable ”chatter”
marks after the machining on the certain tool rotational velocity.

To overcome these problems the multivariate process simulation was performed with tool velocity as a pa-
rameter. The milling maps have been built using updated finite-element model and damping regression
curves (fig. 8). Blue markers on the map show the stable milling modes, the red ones correspond to de-
veloped ”chatter”. Yellow markers are for the transient modes, where chatter begins to emerge. There are
corresponding plots for two representative modes shown on the (fig. 8). As it can be seen from the graphs,
the amplitude of the vibrations for ”chatter” mode is an order of magnitude larger than for a stable cutting
process.

The optimal milling mode with variable tool velocity was chosen using the provided milling map (shown
with the green curve) and also the high-quality surface of the blade was obtained (fig. 7).

4 Conclusions

The results of blade modal analysis make it possible to conclude that it is necessary to take into account
the change in the damping coefficients and the blank eigenfrequencies during machining in order to obtain
reliable dynamics simulation results for selection rational milling modes.

Application of the developed methods of model identification in combination with milling dynamics sim-
ulation software makes it possible to solve the problem of selecting rational milling modes for thin-walled
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Figure 7: The blade surface after milling on the optimal machining mode. a - simulation, b - experiment

Figure 8: The milling map for considered blade
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curved parts with increased requirements for surface quality.
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